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About This Game

The Exiled is a fast-paced PvP game set in a forsaken valley. Game worlds last for up to one month. Open PvP and Full
Loot mean that you will to constantly balance risk and reward. Find a group of friends and form a clan to thrive in the valley.
Cooperate or conquer, craft or combat; every decision is critical as you seek to flourish in a forsaken valley. A classless system

means you shape your character to fit your style of play. With no grind, full loot and unrestricted PvP clashes, you must
constantly balance risk and reward as you decide how to interact with the world and your fellow players. Craft equipment,

construct your settlements and build alliances, as you explore challenging open world environments with unique geography and
features. Each skirmish and siege will define your fate, as you vie to win your freedom from The Exiled.

-

Why we're creating The Exiled

To make a long story short: We love PvP but we hate having to grind for it. Doesn't matter if that grind means clicking on rocks
and trees, farming rats or watching our mining lasers overheat on some asteroid. We just want to log into the game, find a friend

or two and compete with an army twice our size. We want a game that takes us seriously as adults and allows us to make our
own diplomatic decisions instead of throwing us in a battleground with a bunch of randomly selected "friends" and "enemies".
We want a game that is constantly changing, keeping us on our toes and forcing us to get better instead of showering us with

meaningless rewards and digital bauble.

-
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Meaningful PvP

Open PvP: Engage other players in combat anywhere, anytime.

Full loot: Carrying high-level equipment into combat means you risk losing it.

Player-run clans: No pre-built factions. You decide who you ally with.

City building and sieges: Build up your own towns - or raze those of your enemies.

-

Skill-based Combat

Full friendly fire: Make sure your fireballs hit the enemy and not your allies.

Line of sight: Hide behind a bush to ambush your enemies - and look behind you!

Footsteps: Every player leaves them behind - want to be a bounty hunter?

-

Free Character Development

15 different class combinations: Have you ever played a Scythe-wielding mage?

80+ combat abilities: Build a lightning wall, lay explosive traps or shoot a hail of arrows.

All equipment is player-crafted: You can tweak your gear to fit your play-style.

-

A Changing World in Conflict

The world of The Exiled is in a state of upheaval. A once peaceful and prosperous trading city turned from a multi-cultural
melting pot into a stone cold dictatorship. You are on the receiving end of this societal change and together with hundreds of

other misfits - criminals, political rebels and adventurers - you get exiled to a barren land -The Valley. Now you have to decide
how to continue your life. Do you become a lone wanderer and live off the lands? Will you join the rebels and try to leave the

valley by force? Or do you turn to your baser instincts and survive by robbing your fellow inmates?
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Very immersive experience, really brings you into the story. Good game mechanics. If you like story-based games you would
enjoy this game.. This game is awesome.

The atmosphere is very reminiscient of old school platformers, and it's accompanied by a fantastic soundtrack. I have a small
amount of playtime in here but what this single dev has accomplished is just incredibly spicy.

Taking sweet little Juno through the dark mysterious tellings of this world is quite the experience, and really tells a lot through
the journey the little harmless spirit makes in this game. This game is a reminder that it's not about the destination, but the
friends we make and challenges we overcome along the way that help us grow as a person. This really spoke to me on several
levels. I sweat a lot, I laughed, I cried, but most of all I found this game to just be incredibly spicy. A real spicy meatball. The
best part about the game was when Shiv commited sudoku and I felt immediate joy in my life as Juno was once again free to
express herself without being oppressed by a giant koreaboo mongoloid who thinks all loafs are rolls.

Overall I give it a solid 8\/10 because I'm so bad at it.. Took me ~100 minutes total to get through this game.

+ Some nice puzzles
+ Interesting unique mechanic

- Difficulty curve moves up and down all the time
- Some levels are pushovers, others feel like work

All in all, the game is just... "meh". Buy it for cheap... or, better: Buy Hook instead.. Probably the worst english translation I've
read in a good while. I seriously wonder if the translator knew the difference between exclamation points and question marks.
Story is decent, although riddled with cliches.. Finally, it arrived. I delved into it and was intrigued by the story and how it
unfolded. My questions were answered but more questions arose. My mind tried to connect the dots and figure out the
connections Amber had to to Paper City. The cast of characters I met were interesting enough but only left me knowing very
little. Still, the end scene left me feeling there is a deeper connection between Ted E. Bear and Amber....something...I want to
say...NO...that couldn't possibly be..but yet. Only time will tell when the next episode arrives: If Ted and Amber will find their
way back to each other, find out where Flint really is, who is the Red man, and the connection that Amber has to it all. End of
voice dairy...Ted E. Bear style.. Watched darts, got mildly exited. Watched kettle boil, great fun. Watched paint dry, cheered
like a nutter. Played this, lost the will to live, I'd carry on but I'm dead,
. i desperately needed an old school first person shooter and goverscript scratched the itch. Its inherently fun and satisfying to
shoot enemies exactly like all old FPS are.

its not perfect, but most of its flaws relate to it being a small project, It needs more enemies, more guns, more sound effects and
perhaps most of all it needs more wall textures

but those are easy things to fix and it leaves lots of room for goverscript 2. Fast paced with a beautiful art style and a very
engaging core mechanic. Highly recommend.. Even in early access, I freaking LOVE this game. There really is so much to do,
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see, and accomplish in this game. Ive played my fair share of early access survival type games, and besides one other, this one
had me saying, OUT LOUD mind you, "Oh whaaat? No way!" and "That's awesome!" and "Oh, Cool!" many MANY times.
The music is quite well done and fits the different areas/times of day, the cell shading style graphics works quite well, the
puzzles are fun and engaging, and the town building is just the right pace. Its a damn fun game so far!

Cons at this current build are

Combat feels sluggish
Unfinished questlines
Translation to ENG is pretty bad
Control remapping is only about half working, and some controls are not explained well (Hard attack? How????)
Most player built town objects CANNOT be moved or even destroyed once placed. OCD homemakers beware.
Magic and archery feel underpowered.
Fallout style lockpicking minigame is VERY coarse. Usually takes 1-3 picks per chest. Needs refined IMO.
Current town and village NPC's dont move. Big cities full of people feel dead.. There needs to be more games like this.
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This game has potential to be a great tycoon games.

I enjoyed playing it!��

However it is still in development and it's has a few bugs.. I saved the town by selling an unreasonably amount of baked bread to
the market which has not crashed fortunately from wood to steam age.

 Ammassed around 10k monies, I went and bought the best soldiers bread money could buy. You see 160 mechanized soldiers
encircling the thousands of goblins and skeletons marching toward this bustling little town that I baked bread in.
 Let's just say lasers could win over anything anyday :nippy:. I played this game for a while.

-A 10 year game never updated

-Its a Grind game. (so if you like to grind its good)

-Combat is Broken a bit Auto-Fight will not work right in later levels even if your Attack\/Def is higher than your attacker.

-Graphics Fastest Vs. Best there is no diferance. (very minor)

-The game works VS you as you level. Making it a Grind to not lose every battle and all of your ants slowly.

-Graphics can be noticed that the further you go the worse they get, Game was finished in a lazy end,

-only the ant graphics are the best in the game.

-seemed like he did not put much time at the end of the game

This is best recomended for your kid. Its a mindless\/ easy game nothing hard about it. Better off as a moble or a app game..
Brovo! Brovo!. It's fun as ♥♥♥♥ and dogfighting games are not usually what I enjoy. I play FPS games, horror, fighters, and
platformers. This game actually got me to try something new and enjoy it, it's that good, no game and I MEAN NO GAME! Has
done that for me. I give this game a 10/10 and if you don't like this review then deal with it because it's not getting removed. I
regret nothing, except being born. I like the gameplay and love the graphics, but the contols will take some getting used to.. I
don't have any friends so this was pretty hard to play.
Also, lack of content starts to show after a while of playing.
(Psst.. just get the Party Pack)

I was originally going to play it to its value (I'd estimate around 10 hours), but it just got so boring around the halfway mark that
I couldn't keep going. Great for parties, not for non-casuals.. its good
. Still a well made Puzzler with fun characters and dialog. Puzzles differ enough from the first one. Some are real brain
scratchers but also very satisfying.
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